Pennant Pillow by Jennifer Davey

Shopping List:
□ Fabric Cotton Prints, about 4, 1/8 yard
□ ½ yard Linen
□ ½ yard Fleece
□ 1 yard lace trim, ¼ inch wide

□ Fiber fill or pillow form
□ Thread
□ Fabric Marking and hand sewing supplies
□ Basting Spray

What to Cut:
1. Cut cotton prints from pennant pattern piece, cut 2 for each finished pennant, for 9 finished. (cut 18
total)
2. Cut 2 each of linen and fleece, 18 inches x 18 inches.
.

How to Assemble:
3. Apply fleece to back side of linen fabric with Spray n Bond Basting spray.
4. Mark diagonal lines on pillow front and back using 30-degree angle on your ruler, spacing lines 4inches apart.
5. Attach walking foot. Lengthen stitch length to 3.0.
6. Follow marked lines to quilt pillow front and back.
7. Attach quarter inch foot. Set stitch length to 2.5 or smaller.
8. Pairing pennant fabrics with right sides together stitch ¼ inch from outer edge along long sides leaving
top of pennant open. Repeat with each pennant set.
9. Trim fabric from point. Press pennants to set seam. Turn each pennant right side out and press.
10. Place pennants on pillow front leaving one inch space from all edges. Once desired arrangement is
achieved, pin in place.
11. Attach standard foot and lengthen stitch to a basting stitch. Baste pennants in place along top edge of
pennants.
12. Adjust machine to zig zag stitch. Place lace trim over top of basting stitch covering top raw edge of
pennants. Pin in place and stitch centering on lace trim.
13. Adjust machine to straight stitch. Place pillow front and pillow back with right sides together and stitch
½ inch from edges leaving 3-4 inch opening along bottom edge of pillow.
14. Press seams, trim excess fabric from corners and turn pillow right side out.
15. Stuff pillow and hand sew opening closed.
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